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any routes in
this area involve circuits
of the reservoirs of Turton & Entwistle, Wayoh and
Jumbles. Nothing wrong with
this - they are very attractive
amenities. This walk however
takes a different course to explore Broadhead Valley to the
north east of Entwistle.
1. From the rear of the car
park descend on a woodland
path to the dam of the reservoir. Cross the dam and continue on a track leading to the
side of the Strawbury Duck
pub. Turn right on a lane,
cross the railway bridge (alternative start if you are arriving
by train) and then after 100yds
turn left on a footpath leading
downhill to reach a wooden
footbridge. Do not cross, instead turn left and follow the
brook up stream to a small
bridge. Turn right across this
and climb through a wooded
valley. After a stile follow the
path as it enters pasture and
climbs to Wayoh Farm. After
a stile enter its yard and then
bear right on a drive leading to
Blackburn Road. Turn left. After 100yds turn right on a Tarmac farm track. After a metal
gate the track divides. Take
the right fork. Keep on the
track for a little under ¾ mile
as it passes farm buildings at
different stages of construction. When you reach a large
barn marked Lower House on
the OS map turn right over a
stile, descend a marshy field to
another and then cross Broadhead Brook by a footbridge.
The path climbs up and bears

left across a meadow and after
crossing a short wooden walkway across a boggy area, enters
a dense hedgerow to emerge in
a farmyard. Hard to believe the
right of way continues through
an arched passageway. Crossing a lawn keep ahead to be reunited with Broadhead Brook.
The aim now is to follow the
stream until it is crossed by
Broadhead Road. On reaching
a shell of a farm building bear
left just beyond it and then follow the fence line above the
infant brook. As you near the
road the path is crossed by another dense hedge. Cross the
awkward stile into a boggy
pasture and turn right up to
Broadhead Road.
2. Turn right. Stay on
Broadhead Road for well over
½ mile. After Passing the Toby Inn turn right at a private
road for Higher Barn Farm.
Just after the farm turn left
off the main track over a stile

to diagonally cross a large pasture to a stile on its far side.
From here descend left to a
footbridge and then climb the
opposite bank to reach farmland above the valley. Here the
right of way continues outside
the fence (though unofficially it may be easier to step into
the field) and brings you to the
edge of Orrell Cote Farm. Turn
left at the first corner and
then right at the second corner passing through trees to
cross the farm yard to a lane.
Keep ahead on the Tarmac
drive for 600yds until it intercepts Moorside Road. Turn
right and after 50 yards turn
left on to a fenced path to enter the complex of Moor Side
Farm. Keep ahead between
buildings to a stile leading
into pastureland. Keep ahead
to pass through a graveyard of
farm machinery to Hill Top
Farm. Pass the back of the
old farmhouse and pass the

imposing front of a newer one
to reach the drive. Turn right
and follow the Tarmac lane to a
squeeze style on the left. Cross
the meadow to a gate and turn
right. Follow this lane to an intersection and take a footpath
to the left of the shed before
you. Follow a wall on the left
across a field, cross another to
a style and turn right along a
fenced path to pass between
houses and arrive on Blackburn Road.
3. Now on the edge of Edgeworth cross the road diagonally left to a footpath opposite.
This traverses open space to
Sherwood Fold. Turn left on
Horrocks Road. Follow this
until it reaches fields close
to a signboard for Edgeworth
Quarries. Turn right on a path
leading down to another above
Wayoh Reservoir. Turn left on
this and follow it to the dam
end of the reservoir. Cross to
the far side and then turn right
along the shore. Keep on the
path until you reach the causeway where you turn left on a
path leading under the railway
viaduct and then reaching the
lane leading to the car park.
l Walk devised by Stuart
Holley and described by Bob
Clare
l Bob ’s book ‘100 Walks
in Lancashire’ is published
by Crowood Press.

Factfile
START: Batridge Barn Untied

Utilities Pay & display car park.
BL7 0NF
DISTANCE: 7 ½ miles 12 k
TIME: 3 ½ - 4 ½ hours
GRADE: Moderate.
MAP: OS Explorer 287 West
Pennine Moors

Nick Wasickso (Oscar Isaac) on the campaign trail

WIRED INTO A
BIG CHALLENGE

F

or a certain TV
lover there is
nothing to set
the pulse racing
like the phrase
‘from the makers of The
Wire’.
Seven years after the
Baltimore crime series
finished the enduring
love affair fans have for
the drama shows no sign
in waning.
Indeed, thanks to the
advent of the on demand
box set era the number of
Wire obsessives continues to grow all the time.
After immediate
follow-up Treme’s tales of
everyday life in post Hurricane Katrina New Orleans failed to capture the
ratings of its predecessor,
the latest drama from the
team Show Me A Hero
(Sky Atlantic, Monday)
returns to the American
north east with many
tropes familiar to Wire
aficionados.
Like The Wire it is
written by a newspaper
journalist with the New
York Times’ Lisa Belkin
taking up the duties for
this HBO six part mini
series.
Set in the 1980s, the
action takes place in the
Yonkers district of New
York with shoulder pads,
mullets and perms applying the period setting.
There is even a role
for eighties favourite
Winona Ryder who has
barely aged a day since
the decade when she

made her name. The opening episode introduced life
in local government with
echoes of the third series
of The Wire.
This time we did not
have to wait a whole series
to see our man elected
mayor with Oscar Isaac’s
Nick Wasicsko (”it’s
spelled just like it sounds”)
pounding the campaign
trail to victory within the
opening 60 minutes and
still finding time to woo a
City Hall secretary along
the way.
One of the reasons
The Wire was successful
was its cast chock full of
characters with charisma
which reached out from
the screen.
It’s early days but Show
Me A Hero looks like pinning its hopes on the likeable Wasicsko who was
the stand-out figure from
the first episode.
City Hall is wrangling over the creation
of a new housing project
and whether the scheme
should be used to address
racial segregation in a district where drug dealers
ply their trade from abandoned settees on street
corners.
Sounds familar.
While the opening
failed to have this viewer
setting the planner for
next week being gilded
with those six little words
‘from the makers of The
Wire’ hands second episode a chance on those
grounds alone.

